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Open Planet Software introduces Radiant Grid for iOS
Published on 04/21/16
Scottish based developer, Open Planet Software today introduces Radiant Grid 1.0, an
immersive, minimalist puzzle game for iOS devices. In Radiant Grid, each level features a
grid with a radiant colour scheme. To solve each puzzle you create a continuous path
across the grid by lighting up the squares. With 99 increasingly challenging, handcrafted
puzzles and a beautiful and calming soundtrack, Radiant Grid will give you hours of
relaxing game play.
Inverurie, United Kingdom - Open Planet Software today is pleased to announce the release
of a new and immersive minimalist puzzle game Radiant Grid; a new addition to its family
of iOS apps which includes Just Press Record and Smoovie.
"Like all the best puzzles, Radiant Grid has a simple but challenging concept," explains
designer and developer Gavin MacLean. "To solve each puzzle you create a continuous path
across the grid by lighting up the squares. This may sound easy but certain intersections
can only be bordered by a particular number of lit squares ... and that's where the skill
comes in. As you progress the levels get larger and trickier, and one mistake can lead you
down the wrong path!"
"As the name suggests, each level features a grid with a radiant colour scheme that
satisfyingly emerges as you progress through the puzzle. To complete the sensory
experience, a beautiful and original soundtrack gradually unfolds throughout the game
making Radiant Grid as peaceful as it is mentally challenging."
"We really wanted users to have a game they could challenge themselves with but in a
really chilled out way. With hours of relaxing game play, Radiant Grid is a great
alternative to shooting zombies!"
"The concept is great and the game mechanics are excellent :)" - Daniel Pataki, Smashing
Magazine
Feature Highlights:
* A simple but challenging concept
* 99 increasingly challenging, handcrafted puzzles
* Beautiful, original soundtrack also available on iTunes and Apple Music
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone, iPad and iPod touch
* Requires iOS9 or above
* 58MB
Pricing and Availability:
Radiant Grid 1.0 is offered at $1.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Puzzle Games category.
Open Planet Software:
http://www.openplanetsoftware.com/
Radiant Grid 1.0 for iOS:
http://www.openplanetsoftware.com/radiant-grid/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/radiant-grid-minimalistbrain/id1067853503?ls=1&mt=8&at=11lnY9
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Video Trailer:
http://www.openplanetsoftware.com/radiant-grid/videos/trailer.mov
Media Assets:
http://www.openplanetsoftware.com/radiant-grid/press-kit.html

Located in tranquil Inverurie, United Kingdom, Open Planet Software is a small privately
held company founded in 2007 by Gordon Murrison and Gavin MacLean. After more than ten
years designing, developing and managing software projects for some of the UK's largest
telecoms, utility and marine companies, they founded Open Planet Software to specialize in
the creation of software for Mac OS X and iOS platforms. Driven by fanatical attention to
detail, Open Planet Software embraces industry leading software engineering practices to
ensure their applications meet the exacting standards expected by the Apple community.
Copyright (C) 2007-2016 Open Planet Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPad and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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